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Quantitative Results
Response Count by Question and Score
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2020/21
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Subject Area Code
OB


How well do you believe the course met its stated
objectives?

Course Code
E446 C SPR21



Name
Eliot Sherman



How would you rate the timeliness of the feedback on
course work/ assignments from faculty? Leave blank if
not applicable.

To what extent did the faculty provide useful feedback
on course work/assignments? Leave blank if not
applicable

87

How well did the faculty manage high quality standards
for class participation?

Recipient Count

34
Response Count

39.1%
Response Rate

Average Score by Question

How much previous knowledge of the subject did you
have?

Response Count

Question

7
27

11
23

2
5
11

Average
Score

Overall, how much do you think you have learnt from the course?

34

4.79

How well do you believe the course met its stated objectives?

34

4.68

How would you rate the timeliness of the feedback on course work/
assignments from faculty? Leave blank if not applicable.

18

4.50

To what extent did the faculty provide useful feedback on course
work/assignments? Leave blank if not applicable

16

4.44

How well did the faculty manage high quality standards for class
participation?

34

4.56

How much previous knowledge of the subject did you have?

34

2.38

Faculty Effectiveness - Response Count and Average Score
Name


Eliot Sherman
3
3
10

1
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2
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Count

Total

Response
Value
1
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4
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Total

Response Count

Average
Score

3
31
34
34

4.00
5.00
4.91
4.91
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Teaching - Faculty

Course Title

Faculty

Response

Paths to Power

Eliot Sherman

Amazing and energetic professor! And when he delivered the class when suffering from COVID, I had full respect to him.



best professor i have had hands down. he answered messages quickly. he provided useful readings and content. he cares about this
class and the material and it showed
Considering the sensitivity of the topic discussed in class, I believe that the best aspect is the professor's behaviour such as anyone
feels safe and is encouraged to participate. Prof Eliot does that with a surprising ease.
Did a great job conducting the class virtually and making a topic that can be quite fluffy, research driven and tangible.
Dr. Sherman does an exceptional job of conveying the material - calm, logical, and clear.
Effective and engaging
Eliot is an amazing professor who is very knowledgeable yet down to earth and approachable. He should start a podcast!
Excellent facilitation of class discussions and always open to input.
Very generous with his time, even answering tangential questions after class and providing follow up articles to questions raised. Very
highly appreciated.
Excellent professor with outstanding delivery . Prof Eliot had great slides and content and was able to help us see how to apply the
content in real life . The videos we watched the class discussions and break out rooms were all enriching. He somehow magically
managed to let everyone who wanted to speak to do so without taking away from the course. He kept me engaged the whole time and I
left the course feeling empowered to take my next career step .
Excellent professor. Very human, transparent and relatable. But also very knowledgeable and experienced with relevant research and
examples. Great course.
Fantastic. Truly a treasure
For the reasons before mentioned, Professor Eliot is a great professor.
Good professor. Very knowledgeable about the subject, and passionate about teaching it. Created an open environment to discuss
different topics.
Great attitude and energy to engage the class as well as a high depth of examples and stories to understand better the attributes
discussed
Great professor, deeply enjoyed each session and his delivery and segmentation of every session keep the lectures inciting interest.
Great- very clear and thoughtful without being pedantic.
Great, personable nature. Humble and knowledegable. Relatively engaging lecturer. Hard to comment more given it was zoom.
N/A, great job keeping class relevant with everything going on in terms of current events (like the riots in january)
One of my favourite lecturers so far. Made the lectures fun, clearly knows his topic inside out, made all learnings very relatable
One of the best professors so far. Managed to keep the energy of the class despite being 100% in zoom.
Professor was great! One of my favourites during the entire time at LBS
Really enjoyed Prof. Sherman; fantastic moderation of discussion and attention paid to everyone's perspectives. Prof also has a great
sense of humour and conduct the lectures in an interesting, amusing and educational manner.
Really enjoyed your style and the way you delivered the course content. The examples were really cool. I do wish there was a bit more
participation from the class so I think Eliot might have done better to push others to get involved.
Rockstar. Excellently run course, knowledgeable with good follow up, and so dedicated he ran a couple of sessions while unwell.
Thank you very much for insightful, practical, and very powerful sessions.
Wonderful professor, privileged to learn from you.
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Guest Speakers and Tutors

Course Title

Response

Paths to Power

Aaron (?) and Eliot's PhD student were very helpful as well



Aaron did a great job, would love to see more of him
Aaron Neil brought his expertise in a significantly affective way. His exercise were fun and really effective. I believe this part was helpful in making the class
comfortable.
Aaron Neil's talk was engaging and valuable - I'd highly recommend having him back if he's willing.
Facilitators = unsung heroes of virtual school.
Would've liked more guest speakers
Great speaker, very compelling and interesting tidbits for Power in the virtual environment
Guest was fantastic. Really practical for a Zoom world.
Highly enjoyable class with very useful insights on how to present oneself more effectively.
I found the session conducted by Aaron Neil insightful.
I really enjoyed Aaron Neil's contribution to the class. It's great to have an outside perspective on business issues, especially from someone from the
industry that dedicates to those aspects.
n/a
Supported effectively and efficiently
The actor was great and engaging. Would have been nice to hear more tactical tips on how you can bring energy/warmth to interactions
The guest speaker content and exercises were interesting. Please bear in mind that there is some overlap with the content from a similar Inter-Personal
Skills class session with an outsider company.
The guest speaker was great and his tips on how to improve one’s professional presence were helpful
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Best Aspects

Course Title

Response

Paths to Power

'- great moderation of discussion by Prof Sherman
- deep dive into topics that are not surprising, but ones we may not have had the chance to explore in rigor before
- decent amount of break-out rooms
- different perspectives of power covered
- final assignment is very introspective and helpful personally



As it is the case with more quantitative course such as CorpFin or DRA, the course equipped us with true tools. It allows one to realise how the politics are
important and that one can ignore them at its own peril... It was an eyes-opener to me.
Bringing in Aaron Neil to the class, he was fantastic and taught us a lot of practical things for when we get back into full time roles (like the bit with storytelling)
Class dynamics and examples.
Content, content, content - P2P is the most valuable course I have taken at LBS. I wish I had the ability to take it during my undergraduate studies.
Eliot challenged the view we have of power, helped us see how we could develop personal power with responsibility. I think most importantly though he led
us in challenging topics around gender, race and socioeconomic inequality and showed us how as leaders we could break the status quo.
Engaging (despite being via zoom), friendly and highly knowledgeable lecturer, super interesting topics, engaging breakouts, easy to follow online if i missed
a lecture
Engaging, insightful, and practical.
Great subjects and topics to discuss and engage with the professor and fellow students. Create awareness on controversial matters.
Hearing Professor's point of view on matters and his advice for certain specific instances. The readings were very interesting.
I really appreciate Professor Eliot's openness to discuss current issues (e.g., gender-role/inequality, racial discrimination, the myth of meritocracy) and to
invite honest and valuable class discussions. He drives such discussions by perfectly balancing real-life testimonials and academic research. I truly believe
more professors at LBS could learn from his class and teaching posture. An MBA program should be about shaping mindset, hearing opposing opinions, and
learning about the academic research on topics of the PRESENT. There are great takeaways to learn from the past, but we lose the present if we focus too
much on it.
Loads of relevant information, backed up by science and applicable studies.
Loved the research first focus of this course. It basically walked you through an entire field via research themes. Professor Sherman was super engaging
and thoughtful. Very interesting course, and while the course title is a little misleading, it's an important course for MBAs to grapple with its key teachings.
Practical tips and Eliot trying to get us to change our preconceived notions about how the world works
Professor Sherman is the highlight of the course.
Professor Sherman. Professor Sherman. Professor Sherman. Absolutely the best professor I've had at LBS. The course content was engaging and I never felt
bored in class. More importantly - the course content was relevant. he really asked - what should people know navigating their professional careers? and
then he not only told us what we should do, but the most effective ways to do it. It was all relevant and usable material. He realized that zoom learning is
different than in person learning and he adjusted the class accordingly. he brought in relevant pop culture through videos and examples. he had short snl
skits in the middle of class as a mental break and they really kept me more engaged
Realising that attaining power is not just about performing well
Really liked the class discussions and topics covered. Lots of day-to-day issues discussed with a realistic perspective and down-to-earth advice, supported
by real research. Also i really liked the use of updated and relevant examples.
The content and discussion.
The course content, delivery and syllabus were excellent. I also enjoyed the extremely efficient use of break out rooms to foster greater engagement and
participation from the class.
The course structure is very extensive, every module is consistent in itself and taught with a variety of very well selected sources
The delivery by Prof. Sherman, even under the circumstances made the course highly interesting and insightful
The diverse set of topics covered but that remain cohesive and deliver an impactful message.
The early classes - they were more practical in terms of actions one can employ.
The final assignment - it truly was a rare opportunity to consciously think about the way in which I can craft my future career. It was also great to challenge
some of the ideals we have around what's "right" or "wrong" when it comes to how you leverage others to further your career.
The professor's delivery - he did a great job of ensuring the content was easy to understand and importantly, applicable from a practical point of view. He
was also engaging and made every lecture interesting through relatable personal anecdotes and jokes
The readings were great. Really, really appreciated professor creating an environment where people could openly ask questions
The readings, break-out sessions, interactive nature of the class, book suggestions
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Suggestions for Improvement

Course Title

Response

Paths to Power

Continue to great work.





Don't think there is anything that needs to be changed. It would be nice to have "guest speakers"/activities as the one in session 4.
Get the pre-read much more in advanced. This class has so much to offer, it is sad to have to rush for the pre-class. The readings are particularly
interesting... This course should be part of the CORE courses.
I know this is hard in a virtual setting, but when in class, the group discussions regarding race and gender should be intentionally designed to include diverse
members. During the class on race, I was in a breakout room with three other white men, so it felt a bit silly to be discussing solutions with no other input.
I suggest this course is included as part of the EMBA core classes as a part two to DEMO with Kathleen O’Connor given the high relevance to our context
I think our grades should not solely be based on the paper. I would have appreciated a part of it being participation so I could hear from more than just 2-3 of
my classmates each session.
I understand that the way Dr. Sherman gave the students a recommendation to support the BLM was very superficial and therefore inappropriate. There is
much controversy about the movement itself (violence, cultural Marxism, ideological theories, etc.). I think he could have made it clearer that the
recommendation is to support movements that recognize the disadvantages and act to reduce inequalities, instead of naming a specific movement.
I wish we could have done the last simulation somehow.
I would prefer less breakout rooms; to me, they add little valuable relative to the rest of the session. In order to maximise the "return on class time", I would
eschew breakout rooms in favour of more teaching & "entire-class" Q&A/discussion
I would say perhaps breaking up the final assignments into parts might make for an interesting shake up. I thought it was useful to look back and see how
and why I got to where I am and if there were aspects of the course learnings that I applied, either knowingly or unknowingly. Thereafter, being able to look
forward with a more measured and thought out plan came in handy.
I definitely would have liked more guest speakers in such a course.
I'd like the course to have speakers who achieved power, and to have a candid discussion with them on tactics they used.
In one of the assigned books, it talks about a girl in Stanford MBA who does various things to become CEO of a startup, including playing hardball with the
founders to get them to pick her as the CEO. I really enjoyed that part, and found it very practical. It led me to think up of tactics for my own use also.
In the virtual context, encouraging people to raise their hands and speak up more is more engaging than reading the chats from these people. (My personal
opinion though)
Increase class participation. Virtual poses a challenge but this creates an environment where only a few people participate. Increase a participation grade as
a bonus or requirement should be compulsory
It's a more general comment, but the format for online classes is absurd. A breakout room is not an excuse for 3 hr online lectures. For sure this is a difficult
time, but a year on, LBS not getting the idea that 3hrs of lectures online that deliver the same amount of content as a 25 min youtube video is a appalling. I
get that class discussion is important but there are far better ways of building community around content (ie a lecture). If big unagile companies can figure
out the interplay between short videos, slack or discord channels and other tools, then how is it that 'a school of leaders for the future' is so far behind?
The pandemic may be coming to an end, and LBS may feel its gotten away with minimal investment given they don't feel the change will be long lasting, and
things will snap back. Fair enough, but for those of us who's MBA experience has almost been entirely online, it's just not been good enough.
might be interesting and useful for students to practice "power strategies" and obtain more feedback from peers/professor
n/a
N/A. Maybe more material? I found myself hungry to learn more even though the course met all it's objectives
none
Not enough practice or group work. Still not sure if I can apply some of the concepts in real life.
On other OB class I remember discussing the pitfalls of a slippery slope concerning ethical issues and the behaviour of individuals upon encountering a
decision which carried ethical implications. I would love to have something similar, like the trade-off between the path to power and having to make
complicated decisions with these type of implications.
Perhaps bringing some guest speakers that achieved power to share some practical insights related to topics covered in class
Some of the skills taught (such as the posture, tone of voice etc) were very basic.
An example of how the the skills were used in real life would be interesting
Some of the slide materials were repeating what it said in the pre-readings.
Sometimes the use of too many breakout rooms could be tiresome, especially if the other members were not too engaged.
Also to be honest found the session with Aaron Neil a bit too long. Interesting and punchy in the beginning, a bit less useful as it went on. Maybe making it a
bit shorter helps.
Thanks for an overall great course!
Sources of grades other than just 1 paper
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Other Constructive Comments

Course Title

Response

Paths to Power

excellent



Expected a bit more fire in the course. Like a lot of other LBS courses, I feel there was too much of a "do-gooder" vibe for a course on obtaining power.
I appreciate we are in an academic setting, but I would have liked a bit less academic discussion, and more practical, real world discussions (e.g., with
speakers). I appreciate that the professor had arranged for a game in one of the sessions, but that could not happen because of the virtual environment
Fantastic course and I'm really glad I took it. Only course at LBS where I feel like I've gotten my money's worth. Thank you!!
I hope with can do the hierarchy exercise, although i understand it's quite impossible under the virtual context.
I know I've mentioned it a few times already but I would have loved to see guest speakers involved in this course giving insights and feedback on the
approaches that have proved successful for them in their respective paths to power.
I would put it in my top 3 best courses of the MBA so far (together with negotiation and leading teams and organizations). Brings a lot of insights and actually
helps you to reflect about yourself and the content, something especially hard considering the context we are living in.
n/a
One of the best courses I have taken - covers the parts of career success than we can't really "learn" via traditional educational topics (i.e. finance, strategy)
Paths to Power is my favourite course in the MBA, I see it as an essential course!
Perhaps this is a bias given the way I was brought up and socialized, but I feel an overwhelming majority of students would benefit from this course and it
merits a place in the core coursework.
The assignment set is highly meaningful for career development.
This course is easily one of the most practical and insightful courses I’ve ever done . It’s been an invaluable addition to my degree and I will take the lessons
learnt with me and apply them for life ! I strongly recommend the school considers adding this as a core course for EMBAs - it’s so relevant to us !! Thank
you Prof Sherman for an amazing class
This courses should be integrated in the CORE courses for (at least) Executive MBA.
Very interesting and helpful course. I liked how the final assignment wrapped everything together.

